
 

MARCH 2019 

SUPER 
NEIGHBORHOOD 17 
ELDRIDGE WEST OAKS 

GET TO KNOW OUR NEIGHBORHOODS 

“Lake of Stonehenge” 

On the Westside of Houston, bordering on the south side 

of Buffalo Bayou and in between Eldridge/Enclave to the 

west and Dairy Ashford to the east lies the small gated 

community of Lake at Stonehenge (LAS). While we did 

not fully escape the damage Hurricane Harvey left, it 

remains one of the best places in Houston to live, walk, 

run, bicycle, and even kayak on Buffalo Bayou as a starting 

point to the Gulf and is only steps away for every LAS 

resident. The homes and streets are likened to an English 

village and spring brings an explosion of colors. It is a leafy 

neighborhood with a lot of developed trees.  

LAS and Stonehenge to the south were one community at 

the beginning of the development in the 80’s and shared a 

pool, lake and access to Buffalo Bayou. The 

neighborhoods have evolved since and Lake of Stonehenge 

became a completely private community with the lake and 

private access to Terry Hershey Park and the Bayou.  

Approximately 125 homes were built by custom builders, 

like David Weekly, from just under 2000 sq./ft to 3500 

sq./ft.  Very close to full recovery from Harvey, the 

neighborhood looks new while not losing its charm. Home 

values range from near the 300’s to the 500’s. 

Next Meeting 

Wednesday, March 13, 

6:30pm 

Eagle's Trace Retirement 

Community 

14703 Eagle Vista Dr. 

Houston, 77077  

Tell the gate guard you are there for 

the Super Neighborhood meeting. 

Parking is allowed in any spot 
marked "Visitor" or any spot that 

DOES NOT have a red "R." 

Sign in at the lobby & go 

upstairs to the AC Classroom 

 

 

 

 

SN17 Boundaries 

http://www.ericksonliving.com/houston/houston-contact-us-directions.asp
http://www.ericksonliving.com/houston/houston-contact-us-directions.asp


 

Near the heart of the Energy Corridor, Lake at Stonehenge has attracted residents for its 

location and recreational opportunities.  The neighborhood is zoned to Westside High 

School which has been noted for its scholastics, scholarships and athletics. Our recent HOA 

meeting had a nice turnout this past week. The HOA Board remained responsive and firm 

through the challenges of Harvey.  ~Jack O’Connor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY HAPPENINGS 

Blazer Building Texas, LLC along with Nantucket Housing, LLC is looking to build Briarwest 

Apartments at the northwest corner of Briarwest and Westheimer.  This will be a gated and 

fully fenced community with separate entrance and exits located on Westheimer at the front 

of the building with sufficient parking for all units.  

 

Blazer is committed to management ranging from daytime only to 24-hour continuous 

security. They will be looking for entry level policemen to live there with their families.   

 

The people living there will be working people, but with less income than most people on this 

side of town.  This is not low income or Section 8 housing complex, but is for working people 

with lower incomes.    

  

FUTURE SPEAKERS: 

We are lining up 
future speakers 

leading in to spring 
and are considering 

forums for the critical 
political races. 

 

 

 

 

SPEAKERS: 

March 13, 2019, 6:30pm 

Councilmember District G 

Greg Travis 

Harris County changes to 
the flood bond funds 

 

 
 

 

 


